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Tau Kappa Kappa Chapter Host Sixth Annual
State of the Fraternity Luncheon

T

au Kappa Kappa– Southfield, MI-On Saturday
February 18th 2006 the brothers of TKK
hosted its Sixth Annual State of the Fraternity
Luncheon. The 37th Grand Basileus Bro. George H.
Grace delivered the state of the Fraternity
address and fielded questions from the brothers in
attendance. Before the
questions, Bro. Grace
brought the brothers in
attendance up to date on
some of the current
accomplishments during his
administration.

•

The Fraternity is debt
free and financially
stable.

•

There is a 100%
tenant occupancy rate at the IHQ.

•

National Reclamation, Retention numbers were
released.

•

The number of financial brothers were
released.

•

Equity in the Friendship Foundation ’s
properties are growing.

•

Total automation of the IHQ for dues
submittal is on the way.

•

Establishment of the John H. Williams
Museum at the IHQ.

•

$100K set aside for brothers who were victims
of Hurricane Katrina.

•

By The DDPR

Partnership was established with the
Interdenominational Theological Seminary
in Atlanta. An annual donation will be made
in exchange for a fellowship for an Omega
to do research.
The building of the
residence hall on the
campus of the
University of South
Carolina will proceed.

•

In this
edition:
•

Memoirs from the
2006 Undergrad
Summit

•

Sig O’s 1st Annual
Mardi Gras
Costume Party

•

Rho Gamma
Gamma’s Gospel
Explosion

•

Nu Alpha AlphaWorking Hard for
the ‘Psi Phi’

S

ome of the
questions posed to
Bro. Grace were:

Q: How will Omega Psi
Phi help Black people?
GB: Omega Psi Phi will help Black people through
real-estate development.
Q: Does the Fraternity have something against
the Republican Party?
GB: No. In politics there are no permanent
friends or enemies. Just permanent issues.
Q; Why has their been delays in receiving the
Oracle and how is the Editorial Board selected?
GB: Due to budgetary problems, I held up
publication of the Oracle. The Oracle was
becoming quite enormous in size. Our mailing
new system can only accommodate eighty-eight
pages. The Editor of the Oracle and the
Editorial Board are appointed positions.
Time did not permit follow-up questions.
CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX
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The Tenth District Representative
Bro. Kurrmell W. Knox, Esq.

G

reetings in the name of my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, it is my distinct honor and pleasure to extend an invitation to walk in the
authority of the one that we serve. Happy New Year and I pray that each of you has had an enjoyable holiday season. As we start the

year 2006, it is an opportunity to tap into the potential each of us has to make our communities better places to live. However, what we must

do is take on the mantle of responsibility and lead by example.
The District meeting is approximately 90 days away and it is time to get ourselves prepared. All Chapters are expected to fulfill its’
respective responsibilities, i.e., CEF and Insurance Payments. Performing all of its mandated programming in the proper fashion and
remembering to issue advance press releases in order to expand Omega’s sphere of influence. All Dues of Financial Brothers should be
submitted as they are received, in an effort to have our District Voting Strength tabulated correctly for the Grand Conclave. It is
imperative that we take personal responsibility for these tasks, so that there will not arise any reason for our brothers to suspect that we
are not committed to our oath.
The Brothers of Omicron Alpha Alpha have been extremely busy preparing the city of Pontiac to welcome the 10th District. Their diligence
and commitment will shine through in April where we will have two excellent speakers for the 69th Annual District Meeting of the Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc. Tenth District. Our Undergraduate Luncheon speaker will be Bro. Lester Kenyatta Spence, Ph.D. (Phi Chapter 1989)
former 2nd Vice DR of the 10th District and a professor in the political science department of Johns Hopkins and a commentator on Ed
Gordon’s NPR Broadcasts. Our Founder’s Banquet Speaker will be Bro. Darryl L. Mc Millan, Ph.D. (Theta Gamma Chapter 1986) a professor in
the political science department of the University of Hartford and a nationally sought consultant on issues that address race and politics.
I am requesting that each chapter, both Graduates and Undergraduates will send at least 1 young man to the Youth Leadership Conference
which will take place in Arkansas before the opening of the Grand Conclave. Chapters will only be responsible for transportation, the room
and board will be covered by the IHQ. Please remember that this will begin to show the importance we place on training young men for
leadership positions. The only requirement is that the young men have a 2.5 G.P.A. and are either entering their junior or senior year of high
school. Bro. Benjamin Dirden is working with the committee to formulate the agenda and workshops. Please remember that our
undergraduate chapters that maintain a 2.5 cumulative chapter G.P.A. are entitled to their representatives receiving free conclave
registration.
Finally, we have endorsed our own Bro. Charles Bruce as the 10th District’s preferred candidate for the office of Grand Keeper of Records
and Seal. Bro. Bruce is the best candidate for this office, in my humble opinion and gives us an excellent chance to help him achieve this goal.
Any volunteers that will be able to assist him in his candidacy can contact either Past DR Ron Hughes or me. Let’s make this a productive
year, let’s commit to shouldering the responsibility of moving from meritocracy to greatness and finally let’s make sure to uphold the oath
that we affirmed when we entered this great fraternity.
Sincerely,

Kurmmell W. Knox, Esq., 29th Tenth District Representative
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
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My Memoirs from the Ω006 Undergraduate Summit in

Atlanta, GA
By Bro. Thurston Deuce Dog Hammer Hill Spring 2004 Tau Upsilon, Carbondale, IL

I

t was about that time again and the Undergrad Summit
was underway again. Members from all over the country
gathered in Atlanta Georgia for this monumental event.
District to district, chapter to chapter, from the Mother
Pearl of the Alpha chapter and on down the line. The
Undergrad Summit was an experience in itself.

N

e came and settled in and then the
meetings commenced with roll call
bright and early. Some were present and
others were not. The seminars took all day,
mostly starting at nine in the mourning to at
least five o'clock in the evening. Although the
seminars seemed to be unimportant they also
offered young Ques like me options and
opportunities to get investment ideas and
ways to clean up my credit before I graduate
from college. This may seem to the feeble
minded like something so small, but its a sad
thing to say that we are supposed to be the
Greeks elite and a lot of young Ques didn't
even know what equity was or a mutual fund
and how to make money for long term
investments to help one with stand and
become stable.

ext came the part of the so called "challenges".
Now I won't go into detail, but one Que had on a
jacket, he was told that everything he put on his jacket,
what it meant and where it was on his jacket was
inaccurate and full of crap. This came out of the
historian's mouth, the same Que that was in one of the
first pictures we were looking at, black and white. This
young Que was irate. He had spent so
much money on his jacket just to come to
the meeting to be told it meant absolutely
nothing. I also was sitting next to the
oldest Omega in the Frat and next to him
was the second oldest Omega. They took
out the ritual they either wrote or helped
write. The man's signature was on the old
rituals. When the Ques were talking about
their experiences and mentioned wrecking
he whispered to the second oldest Omega
in the frat, "What the hell is wrecking"?
It was stated that back in the day there
was no wrecking, no Ques jumping on Ques
and even a seventies Que stood up right
after the Grand Marshall and said that
when he was a young Omega they didn't
fight amongst each other.

A

A

W

nother topic covered was the on going discussion of what
it is to be a good Ques or an out Que. This part of the
seminar was an interactive discussion, some young Ques think
that all there is to be an out bruh is to wreck, disrespect
women and be ass whole naked at the parties, basically wreck
the show. Other Ques stated there opinion of reaching out to
the community and being a bridge builder and to make sure
Omega is still here for the up and coming young Ques that
aspire to become an Omega Man one day. When the question
was asked to me I simply stated that is a mixture of the two,
evenly balanced, we work hard and then we play hard.
Yes when Ques come to Carbondale, IL and aren't thorough on
their knowledge, timid or even just plain out luke, yes he will
get shown the grass. The worst thing you can do is send a
brother on his way with out uplifting him, then he becomes a
cancer because he has nothing to offer the frat or to his self.

t last we heard a speech straight out of our
honorable founder Bishop A. Love. All the waiting
and all the almost falling asleep was worth the wait to
hear the founders speak. Love talked about how the
Fraternity has flourished and how he looks among the
youthful faces of Omega and he sees the seed he and the
other fellow founders started paid off and how he was
proud. He also stated that there were places for luke
warm men and individuals, but not in Omega. One thing I
noticed in his speech, he always said brothers and my
sons.

A

fter and in between the meetings the young Ques
were young Ques, we competed and set out marches
and chants right out side the hotel, in the parking lot, it
was out. District after district set it out, chapter after
chapter set it out. Then the Tenth District undergrads
to a picture for the Oracle.
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THE 94th FOUNDER’S DAY

C

HICAGO, IL - Fraternity members, community leaders, business leaders and
citizens came together for IOTA Chapter’s Annual Achievement Week
Founders Banquet on Sunday, November 13th, 2005 at the Holiday Inn Select,
Bananas Restaurant in Tinley Park, IL. The purpose of the banquet was to honor the
accomplishments of the Founding Fathers of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. In addition,
awards were given to the “Citizen of the Year” and “Omega Man of the Year.”

T

he Keynote Speaker for the event was Bro. Kenny Coles who gave a tribute to
Omega Psi Phi’s Founding Fathers, as well as provided a detailed history of
IOTA Chapter. Almost 100 people attended the banquet, including Bro. Melvin
Slater, 10th District Chairman, Afro-American History, and Bro. Kendall Franklin, 10th District Chairman, Membership
Selection.

I

ota Chapter Vice-Basileus, Bro. Andre Garner had the privilege of handing out the Citizen of the Year Award, which
is presented to an outstanding citizen who makes a consistent contribution to humanity and the welfare of mankind.
The Citizen of the Year Award winner was Mr. Calvin Pearce, Executive Director of Time Dollar Tutoring. Mr. Pearce
and his organization have placed over 6,000 computers in disadvantaged homes throughout the Chicago Metropolitan
Area.

I

ota Chapter Basileus, Bro. Jeff McKamey had the privilege of handing out the Omega Man of the Year Award, which
is presented to a Brother who has made a consistent contribution to his chapter, and has made a significant impact
on the community. The Omega Man of the Year Award winner was IOTA Chapter Immediate Past Basileus, Bro. Ron
Wright. Bro. Wright through his involvement as Director of Ogden Park (Chicago Park District) has been an advocate
for health and education reform in the Englewood community. Bro. Wright organizes health fairs, back-to-school
parades, and other various programs to improve the lives of the residents of Englewood.

“This Achievement Week Founders Banquet has helped us understand why it is important for Omega Men to
continue to provide assistance to those that are less fortunate, and play an active role in the development of our
youth,” said Bro. Brian Wilson, Iota Chapter Chairman, Community and Civic Affairs.

Photos from Rho Gamma Gamma and Mu Xi Chapter Banquets

10th District Director of Public Relations
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THE TALENTED TENTH HONORS THE SIGNIFICANT
ACHIEVEMENTS OF OMEGA MEN AND THEIR IMPACT
ON BLACK HISTORY
Submitted by Bro. Melvin Slater

Profile of Dr. Carter Godwin Woodson

D

r. Carter G. Woodson was born to former slaves James Henry
Woodson and Anne Eliza (Riddle) Woodson on December 19,

1875 in Buckingham County, Virginia. Although his parents were
illiterate, Dr. Woodson autodidacticly learned how to read and write
by the time he reached 17 years of age. At age 17 Dr. Woodson and
his brother (Robert) moved to Huntington, WV where they hoped to
attend high school. However, the reality of their economic condition
necessitated that they work as coal miners to support themselves.
Dr. Woodson only managed to attend formal schooling for a few
months a year between the ages of 17 and 21. Then, in 1895
Dr. Woodson entered high school and earned his high school diploma
at the age of 23 in 1897.

A

betterment of Black people, and Dr. Woodson regularly wrote
columns in Garvey’s weekly publication - The Negro World.
[OMEGA NOTE] The Fraternity's annual celebration of National
Achievement Week which recognized contributions and
achievements of Blacks began as the result of the exhortation by
honorary member Bro. Dr. Carter G. Woodson at the Nashville,
Tennessee Grand Conclave in 1920. It was first called “Negro

History and Literature Week” out of deference to Bro. Carter.
The celebration was abolished in 1924 by the Washington
Conclave. However, in December of 1925 at the Tuskegee Conclave,
the observance of the annual celebration was revived as the “Negro

Achievement Week Project”. The Fraternity felt that this was not
enough, so it was determined that the purpose of the celebration
recognize Blacks which might escape public notice and thus not be

fter earning his high school diploma, Dr. Woodson taught

properly recorded in the pages of history.

school in Fayette, County, WV until the year 1900.

I

He returned to Huntington, WV where he became principle of
Douglass High School. While working as principle, Dr. Woodson took
college correspondence courses. Dr. Woodson earned a Bachelor of
Literature degree from Berea College in 1903. From 1903 to 1907,
Dr. Woodson worked as a school supervisor overseas in the
Philippines. Dr. Woodson earned his Master of Arts degree from
the University of Chicago in 1908. Then, in 1912 Dr. Woodson made
history by becoming only the second Black person in history to earn
a Ph.D. degree from Harvard College (W.E.B. Dubois had earned a
Ph.D. from Harvard in 1895).

O

n 1926 Dr. Woodson initiated the celebration of Negro
History Week. The week he selected was the second week of

February because it coincided with the birthdays of Fredrick
Douglass and Abraham Lincoln. Negro History Week was intended
to be a celebration of the accomplishments and contributions that
Blacks throughout history have made to the world. The intent of
this celebration was not only to call attention to the
accomplishments of Blacks all over the world, but also to motivate
and inspire Blacks to improve their own conditions in spite of the
challenges that beset them. Over time, Negro History Week
became a permanently entrenched celebration in the struggle of

n September 9, 1915 Dr. Woodson founded the Association

Black Americans. In the 1970s Negro History Week was expanded

for the Study of Negro Life & History (ASNLH). The

from one week in February to span the entire month of February.

purpose of this organization was not merely the documentation and

Moreover, the celebration was renamed to Black History Month.

chronicling of facts and figures about Black history.
The organization also sought to promote the study of all aspects of
Black life for the betterment thereof. On January 1, 1916 Dr.
Woodson began publishing the Journal of Negro History, a
quarterly publication dedicated to the promulgation of Black history.
During this time Dr. Woodson became acquainted with Marcus
Garvey. The two men shared similar philosophies about the

CONTINUED ON PAGE “TALENTED” 10
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Sigma Omega Chapter’s First Annual Mardi Gras Costume Ball
Draws Over Three Hundred Guests

TKK’s State of the Fraternity Address
Q: When will the IHQ become fully automated?
GB: The IHQ is moving in the direction of automation. By districts
we will have in place a tracking system to track every chapter and
every district officer. You will be able to e-mail questions to IHQ,
chapters will have a login ID and be able to submit problems
online that will go directly to the Grand Officers. We will
have increased turn-around time in resolving problems
thereby making the IHQ, districts and chapters more
accountable.
Q: How can we make Omega more appealing on campuses to
attract qualified men?
GB: There are several things that can be done;

•

have something to make them want to come out,

•

brothers need to be more active on campus,

•

CONTINUED

What (types of brothers) is the chapter producing?
Young men will follow the leadership on campus. You
cannot go further than you leadership has been.

T

he State of the Fraternity Luncheon was borne out of
TKK as a Reclamation event. Bro. Grace thanked TKK
for its vision in developing a state of the Fraternity
luncheon. The Grand Basileus remarked that because of
the successful feedback and dialogue created with
brothers, his administration developed the District KF
Workshop. Bro. Grace hopes that this event will be
supported by the next administration.
Time did not permit follow-up questions.

10th District Director of Public Relations

Winter 2006
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Pictures from Rho Gamma Gamma Chapter’s
1st Annual Purple & Gold Gospel Explosion:
A Night of Fellowship, Inspiration & Spirit-Filled Artists

MC
Grammy Award Winner
Darius Brooks

Ms. Darryll King

with the “Bling Bling” from
WYCR 102.3 & Soul 106.3

The Family of Slain Child
Starkeisha Reed & Members
of

ΩΨΦ

St. Alibe’s Church Children Choir
Dr. Charles G. Hayes & the Mighty Warriors

Mt. Pisgah Jr. Sensationals

Stellar Award Winner New Direction
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Chi Beta Beta Host Bro. John Maupin, Jr., D.D.S.,
President of Meharry Medical School

C

hi Beta Beta Chapter, Bloomington, ILthat such efforts be complemented by education
On February 2, 2006 Dr. John E. Maupin Jr.,
strategies focused on a broad audience (including
DDS, MBA visited State Farm Insurance Co. and
motorists, law enforcement officials, legislators,
the Men of Chi Beta Beta. Dr. Maupin is the
and civic organizations) in order to minimize
President of Meharry Medical College. Bro.
resistance to stricter law enforcement.
Maupin is the guiding force for community-based
he Meharry Report
health care services and
commanded national
patient-oriented public health
attention
and led to the
research. Dr. Maupin and his
establishment
in the year
committee traveled to State
2000
of
the
Blue
Ribbon Panel
Farm’s Headquarters to
to Increase Seat Belt Use
present their plan for
Among African-Americans by
increasing seatbelt use in the
the United States Secretary
African-American community.
of Transportation Rodney
A Report on compiled by Dr.
Slater.
Maupin and his committee
recommends, “ … that a targeted l to r: Bro. Reginald Washington,
r. Maupin’s
Editor-to-the-Oracle, Bro. John E.
and culturally appropriate
presentation
nationwide effort be initiated to Maupin Jr., DDS, & Bro. Shaun
coincides with Chi Beta
increase seat belt use by African Atkinson, Basileus-Chi Beta Beta
Beta’s establishment of the
Americans
significantly.
Detective Anthony “Toney” Hosey Criminal
The authors noted that the increased involvement
Justice Scholarship. This scholarship was
of African-American organizations, particularly
created after the untimely loss of our
those with national networks, might go a long way
brother, Illinois State University Police
in reducing preventable death and injury among
Detective Anthony “Toney” Hosey. Bro. Hosey
this population and in minimizing …” The report
was killed in an automobile accident in the line
also advocates, “ … the enactment of primary seat
of duty on April 25, 2005.
belt laws as one of the most effective means of
increasing compliance. It recommended, however,

T

D
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Nu Alpha Alpha:
A Chapter on the Move Working Hard for

ΩMEGA

By: Bro. Gerald L. Mitchell, Jr., Editor to the Oracle & Bro. Ghangis D. Carter, Basileus

B

loomington, IN -- The Nu Alpha Alpha
(NAA) Graduate Chapter of our amazing
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., has
experienced very successful summer and fall
seasons as a chapter and as individual men.
The small but growing chapter of 14 members
had its first-ever Achievement Week
activities, its first Membership Selection
Process (April 2005), and reactivated the
undergraduate chapter, Zeta Epsilon (ZE) at
Indiana University Bloomington (IUB) (July
2005). Despite the large time commitment
that the above endeavors requires, the men
of NAA were able to experience success
outside of the realm of Omega as well.

T

he men of the chapter have been making major moves in the southern and central Indiana communities. Bro. Dr.
Emmanuel D. Harris II wrote the award wining translation of Malambo. Malambo is a Spanish novel about race,
class, colonialism, and religion in 16th century Peru. Bro. Harris is an associate professor at Depauw University in
Greencastle, IN, teaching modern languages. Bro. Dr. James E. Mumford is a highly respected artist, admired
professor, and humanitarian at IUB and around the world. ‘Doc Mumford,’ as he prefers to be addressed, is the
recipient of the City of Bloomington’s 2006 Martin Luther King, Jr. Legacy Award. The award is given to an exemplary
member of the community that strives in their everyday practices to live out the legacy of Dr. King. Doc was also
awarded the NAA’s Founders Award for his service to Nu Alpha Alpha as a founding charter member and his service
to the Bloomington Community. We are also blessed to have Bro. Dr. John Brooks another founding charter member of
NAA. Bro. Russell C. Hollis graduated in December 2005 with his master’s in Kinesiology with an emphasis in Sports
Marketing and Management. He also received IUB’s Martin Luther King, Jr., Building Bridges Award for striving to build
connections between cultures, races, and his efforts to improve the situation of underrepresented populations within
the Bloomington and IUB communities. In addition, Bro. Adrian Land is following the legacy of our great founders
studying the field of science. He is pursuing a Ph.D. in microbiology and researching Streptococcus pneumonia which is
funded by a National Science Foundation grant. Bro. Ghangis D. Carter, the present Basileus of NAA, will be receiving
the Omega Man of the Year award for his work within NAA and his service to ZE as their advisor as well as a major
factor in their reactivation. Even amidst the busy schedules and activities of these men, they continue to do the work
of Omega.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Profile of Dr. Carter Godwin Woodson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

T

hroughout his long and distinguished career Dr. Woodson was
a prolific writer. His literary compendium consists of

eighteen (18) books on various aspects of Black life and Black
history. His pre-eminent work was the Mis-Education of the
Negro. Published in 1933, the Mis-Education of the Negro was an
analysis of the failure and shortcomings of the traditional methods
of educating Black people and why those methods did more to
perpetuate the second-class citizenship status of Blacks rather
than elevate them to first-class citizenship. Dr. Woodson also
wrote numerous articles in various publications and newspapers on a
wide range of topics related to various aspects of Black life, Black
history, and Black empowerment.
[OMEGA NOTE] In 1949, the name was changed to “National

Achievement Week”. The first week in November was designated
as “National Achievement Week”. National Achievement Week
includes the following: Achievement Week program, selection of an
Omega Man of the year, selection of a citizen of the year, and
participation in the National High School Essay contest.
Dr. Woodson made his eternal transition on April 3, 1950. His body
rests in Lincoln Memorial Cemetery just outside of Washington,
D.C. Dr. Woodson’s legacy is one of a perpetual pursuit of
knowledge and history of Black people. Dr. Woodson knew that
awareness and recognition of the contributions of Africans in
history to the advancement of the world elevates the self-esteem
of Blacks. With a healthy self-esteem, Blacks can overcome
whatever obstacles and oppressive forces may work against them.
Omega Source:
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. History Book,
Bro. Herman Dreer
Internet Sources:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carter_G._Woodson
http://www.chipublib.org/002branches/woodson/
woodsonbib.html#introduction
http://www.cwo.com/~lucumi/woodson.html

Que Comics courtesy of Bros. Dennis J. Perkins, IV
and James L. Townsend, Jr.,
Zeta Epsilon Chapter, Indiana University
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Nu Alpha Alpha:A Chapter on the Move Working Hard for

ΩMEGA

CONTINUED

T

he chapter’s first-ever Achievement Week was a great success despite the rare reoccurrence of natural disaster
that caused the rescheduling of our Recognition Program (February 8, 2006). During our Recognition Program, we
will be present the following awards: Founders Award, Omega Man of the Year Award, Citizen of the Year Award, and the
Scholastic Excellence Awards. As stated above, Bro. Mumford and Bro. Carter will be receiving the Founders Award and
Omega Man of the Year Award, respectively. The Citizen of the Year Award will be presented to Mrs. Janice Wiggins, a
proud Delta, for her everlasting commitment to recruitment, retention, and matriculation of African American students
to IUB and her service to the Bloomington community. The Scholastic Excellence Awards will be presented to
Mmachukwu Asoaku of Bloomington High School North; Joe Mukinni of Bloomington High School North; Carmen Cronin of
Bloomington High School South; Matthew Cherry of Bloomington High School South; Tonishia Nichols of IUB; and
Brandon Lindsay of IUB.

W

e started the week off as all men should -- in church. We worshiped with Bloomington’s Anointed Harvest
Fellowship Church were the Rev. William L. McCoy is the pastor. The church graciously invited us into their home
allowing us to help usher and lead the church in a prayer. The service was very insightful and entertaining, especially since
Rev. McCoy is a member of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. The chapter Brothers in attendance counted about one
thousand nine hundred and eleven jokes before the service was over (all told in fun by Rev. McCoy). Then, we hosted a
‘Meet & Greet the Ques’ event while watching Monday Night Football, in which the Brothers provided our guests with the
essentials: wings, chips, soda pop, and Karaoke. The Brothers marched, ate, serenaded the ladies in attendance, and
kicked it and did what the Ques do best--we hosted a great program and provided hospitality that only the Ques can
provide. Wednesday night featured a co-sponsored an open-mic night with the IUB Black Curtain Theatre group.
The night was filled with the deep poetic blessing of Detroit’s Third Eye Open and many other local poets as they fed the
audience a variety of spiritual and powerful messages. Thursday night the Brothers of NAA and ZE congregated together
to celebrate the birth of this great organization -- Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. We ate together at a local steakhouse
then the Neos set out marches for the Founders and their Prophytes in the middle of IUB’s campus. We finished our
Achievement Week with our first-ever ‘Purple & Gold Ball’ on Friday night. The Brothers brought their wives, girlfriends,
significant others, friends and family to the event and we danced, fellowshipped, ate, and enjoyed the spirit of Omega.
As stated before, the success and impact of NAA extended further than the Achievement Week programs and into the
lives of its members and the citizens of the Bloomington community.

NAA’s Purple & Gold Ball: Bro. Doc
Mumford shows that he’s still a smooth
operator on the dance floor.
Enjoying the pleasantries at NAA’s Purple &
Gold Ball is Janice Hazelrig and Oluwatope
Fashola, wife and girlfriend of Bro. Edward L.
Hazelrig, Jr. and Bro. Gerald L. Mitchell, Jr.,
respectively.

NAA’s Purple & Gold Ball: The men of
NAA and ZE show their undeniable and
enthusiastic love for dear Omega!

Bro. Timothy W. Tyler, DDPR
2928 Northcreek Drive
Woodridge, IL 60517
Cell 630630-710710-9729 Home 630630-910910-1911
E-mail queoil3@msn.com or
Undercoverque@yahoo.com
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The Tenth District of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Incorporated
Bro. Kurmmell W. Knox, Esq., District Representative
The Que-mmunicator is a quarterly publication from the office of the Tenth District Director of Public
Relations. Publication will be in the; Fall, Winter, Spring & Summer. Submissions are encouraged to be made
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